


Regardless of size or industry, organisations are
increasingly challenged by the evolving threat
landscape, the requirement to collect and
process more security data, and a growing
attack surface. At the same time, the future of
work, digital transformation, and the ever-
present security personnel shortage has further
increased the likelihood and potential impact of
a security incident on the business.

To make informed decisions about security,
organisations have been collecting more and
more data from an ever-increasing number of
sources, some of which would not have even
been considered “security” data just a few years
ago. We’ve also had to look further afield as
attacks have become more sophisticated and
not caught in normal traps.
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THE CHALLENGE
SecOps teams are now drowning under the
weight of too many security tools, too many
alerts, overwhelming complexity, and a deluge of
telemetry from siloed environments leading to
significant blind spots and a poor time to detect
and respond. Different tools often send
conflicting messages about the same event - this
causes huge problems for security teams when
deciding if something is “good” or “bad”. Every
vendor claims to solve these problems, yet the
challenges have only been exacerbated. 

A new approach is needed to modernise security
operations and actually help address these
common SOC problems. 

63%
OF

ORGANISATIONS
believe security analytics
and operations are more
difficult than two years

ago

84%
OF

ORGANISATIONS
collect, process, and

analyse the same data
using several independent

security analytics tools

80%
OF

ORGANISATIONS
spend a significant amount of

time on data management
and fine-tuning analytics

infrastructure

84%
OF

ORGANISATIONS
said they would see

benefits from collecting,
processing, and analysing

more data



The SOC lies at the centre of a company’s
offence and defence against potential intruders.
Whether companies can count the number of
SOC team members on one hand or possess a
robust 24/7 operation, maturing SOC abilities will
help give the data and strategy needed to
effectively communicate security capabilities
with the executive team and the board.

Reforming the SOC strategy means ensuring
resources go toward enhancing security maturity
and improving cyber resilience to ultimately 

MODERN SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
reduce overall risk to the organisation. The right
strategy will be scalable to meet the evolving
and diverse range of security threats and
tailored to fit the company’s unique needs. The
result is enhanced threat detection and response
across the entire environment, greater visibility,
and reduced silos among teams.

Although the journey to SOC modernisation
looks a little different for every company, there
are a few key security telemetry considerations
when getting started...
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A NEW ERA OF SOC

With infinitely elastic storage of security
telemetry, ingest massive amounts of data,
normalise it, index it, correlate it to known
threats from a range of solutions and
trigger response playbooks.

Secrutiny’s end-to-end cloud-native security
operations solution, powered by Google
Cloud’s Chronicle SIEM, enables organisations
to take control of any incident from detection
to investigation to response at the speed and
scale of Google. 

Our mission is to operationalise all security
controls by encouraging the collection and
analysis of all security telemetry – including
cloud, identity, EDR, DNS, email and network
– in one place, over long timeframes,
increasing the probability of finding and
preventing stealthy attacks and improving
the fidelity of forensic investigations. 
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“With Chronicle, we don’t have to worry
about whether we can afford to monitor
and ingest data. For me, that’s the most
transformative part of the product.“

Neil Binnie, Head of Information Security
and Compliance, Morgan Sindall

The automated analysis engine correlates
intelligence from internal and third-party sources to
extract signals and detect threats quickly and
automatically. Easy integrations and prioritised
threat-centric case management significantly lower
the time required to detect, investigate, and respond
to threats. 



SIEM typically comes with pricing uncertainty as most services are billed on events per second or data
volume model. To overcome this challenge and ensure end-to-end timeline visibility, we provide a
simple and predictable fixed price model based on the number of employees with one year of
automatic data retention.

No amount of data is too much. Store and analyse petabytes of security data, increasing fidelity and
giving extensive backwards cover for superior economics and positive security outcomes.
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With threat levels at an all-time
high, it’s crucial to choose the right
cyber security partner, or two.
Secrutiny, powered by Google
Cloud’s unmatched capabilities,
brings clarity of vision and purpose
to cybersecurity strategies.

Our customers choose our security
operations solution for its
disruptive approach to modern
threat detection, investigation, and
response programs. And our ability
to simplify the complex efforts of
managing and analysing the
massive volumes of security
telemetry organisations generate,
drives faster time to insight with
fewer security blind spots.

Telephone
+44 (0)203 8232 99

Email
info@secrutiny.com

Website
www.secrutiny.com

If you would like to speak to us about
our security operations services, you
can contact us via phone, email or
through our website. 
Our team will be happy to help.


